Concerning the Draft

The undergraduate body has acquired an attitude lately which will do it more harm than good, and which will have a telling effect on its success. The recent articles in the newspapers anent the draft have thrown the students into a state of doubt and will lead nowhere. -Alan-

Robert J. Lawther

MUSICAL CLUBS ANNOUNCE PLANS FOR WINTER CONCERT
Special Program and Dancing to Be Featured of Entertainment

The Combined Musical Clubs have announced the plans for the annual Winter Concert which is to be given this year, as previously at the Hotel Roosevelt. The concert will be held the evening of December 10. This is usually the final function of the season and has always been started through with the greatest precision. The ball room of the Roosevelt is an ideal place for the event, being admirably equipped for dancing, while reserved seating and enclosure arrangements should make the evening most enjoyable.

The program has been so arranged as to bring the best numbers of the choral, quartet and orchestra into a single two-hour music period. A special symphonic number will be reserved as well and it is certain that the entire program will be enjoyable.

The Music Club is now working earnestly under Leader J. R. Potter '17, and has been selected from a list ofSCONCERNING TH3E DRAFT

ALL-DAY DINNERS.

The Tech takes pleasure in announcing the election of the following men to positions on the News Staff: John W. Barriere, '17; Edward Edwards '21, Harvard Hymn Book; Lincoln H. Irish '21; E. J. Lawther '21; Harold I. Levin '21; John T. Role '21.
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